
 

       High Lonesome Ranch Estates                                      

Property Owners Association 

Board of Directors  

       

  
Read-Ahead                                                                                                June 21,2021 

 

Attachments for you to read located on the front page under the Read-Ahead link.  

 
 

File Access Protocol for PO & Board members – Barbara Crouch 

 

Policies and Procedures – Budget by Randy Kling 

 

Delay Reserve Fund Recommendation – Randy Kling     

 

HLRPOA Pay Pal Account – Randy Kling   

 
  

2021 Road Repair funding – Randy Kling 

 

Approve Geo Cell Purchase – Randy Kling 

 

Approve Funding for Road Erosion Mitigation – Randy Kling 

 

 



Agenda Item: Caution Signs for Horseback Riders – Tommie Smith 
 

Proposed Motion: Purchase a minimum of 2 (two) sign stating, “SLOW Horses on Road”. One to be 

posted on Legends before the Stetson intersection. The other to be installed at Double U Ranch road 

entrance.  

 

Information/Arguments: 

 

The sign would be aluminum, 24” tall by 18” wide. The word “SLOW” would be in yellow on a black 

background. Below is “Horses on Road” in black on a yellow background. The cost of this sign is 

$28.75 each and can be seen and read from a distance. The sign(s) can be simply mounted using the 6-

ft tall baked enamel post that can be driven into the ground. The post kit includes all hardware and 

costs $13.95 each. Total cost per sign, before tax, $42.70. Project cost, before tax, $85.40 for two (2) 

signs. Installation does not require professional installers and can be accomplished using a power driver 

and hand tools. 

 

If additional signs are desired, these could be purchased after the initial signs are installed. To view this 

sign and the signpost, please use the following link: https://www.roadtrafficsigns.com/Horse-

Sign/Slow-Horses-On-Road-Sign/SKU-K-6679.aspx. 

 

Many of the new and current residents have purchased within the HLR for the primary purpose of 

creating equine properties. The design and upkeep of our roads should be applauded because they lend 

themselves to be prime horseback riding trails. These roads also intersect the main wash areas which 

allow for the more experienced riders to enjoy a more intense trail riding experience.  

 

Because of this increase in residents, this has led to an increase in motorized traffic as well. Due to this 

increase, encountering horseback riders using our roads and main wash areas, will only become more 

frequent as the more equine minded become residents of the HLR. This is a good thing for the HLR.  

 

Unfortunately, for every good, there is also a bad. The design and condition of our roads sometimes 

gives motorized drivers a false confidence our roads are suitable for higher speeds. More so our UPS 

and FedEx drivers as well as contractors and those that do not reside within the HLR but are interested 

in properties. We are all guilty of sometimes forgetting that our roads are dirt and loose rock. Having to 

stop in an unexpected instance may result in a slide or just the sudden appearance of truck or car, may 

cause a horse to react unfavorably and place the rider and horse in a compromising position. 

 

It is not the scope of this info to determine a safe speed or raise the question what is or is not a high or 

excessive speed for our roads. It is the purpose of this to offer the HLRPOA board an opportunity to 

provide a means to caution ALL drivers of the possibility of horse and rider and an unseen encounter of 

horse and rider in a low area or blind curve of our roads.  

 

Will the installation of signage prevent these possible encounters? No, but may remind motorized 

traffic of what may be over the next rise or around that blind curve to slow down and be more aware. 

 

 

 

 

 



Comments received via email from property owners regarding caution signs: 

 

Eileen, Lot 127: 

Dear Board, 

Thank you for posting the agenda to the upcoming Board meeting and for the opportunity to provide 

input to the topics to be discussed. The read ahead packets are an excellent starting point for discussion. 

I would like to provide input to the Road Sign Issue: 

Motion: The Board postpone any decision on the “SLOW Horses on Road” signs until the entire issue 

of road signs on HLR can be evaluated by the Road Committee and fully commented on by property 

owners. 

Discussion: 

-1- The association recently posted new signs at our two entrance ways in an attempt to consolidate and 

“clean up” our entranceway from the collection of multiple signs, each addressing a “concern”. 

-2- The current read ahead proposes to address the newest/repeat “concern” of encounters with equine 

on our roads with two “SLOW Horses on Road” signs. 

-3- The current read ahead also mentions multiple issues with our roads to include encounters with 

equines on our roads, speed limits and blind curves, while only proposing a recommendation to address 

one of those issues. 

-3- The current read ahead also states that their proposal for signage will not prevent the equine/traffic 

encounters but may remind motorized traffic of what may be over the next rise or around the next 

curve. 

-4- I think that if we are truly concerned about equine encounters or blind curves or speed, then two 

signs at our entrance ways which are straight roads will NOT remind drivers. By the time they get to a 

curve or blind spot they will have forgotten those signs if they read them in the first place. 

-5- I think that if we really need signs, then they should be placed where they are needed and we don’t 

pretend that only two signs will make a difference. 

-6- I think that if we really need signs, then we keep them as general as possible instead of requiring 

multiple signs for multiple caution messages. 

-7- I propose the road committee examine the challenges our roads bring and then provide a more 

holistic solution with time for property owners to provide their input. 

Thanks you for listening, 

Eileen 

PO lot 127 

Chuck Crouch, Lot 23 

Discussion: 

-1- The association recently posted new signs at our two entranceways in an attempt to consolidate and 

“clean up” our entranceway from the collection of multiple signs, each addressing a “concern”. 

It is true the POA in fact removed signs addressing a different but similar issue. In so doing, and trying 

to "beautify", the sign posted at the entrance is difficult to read in a moving vehicle. This sign is also 



posted below eye level of the driver and the size of the writing forces the driver to look away from the 

road to read. Most have stated they have to stop to read, and the “Watch for Animals” is small lettering 

at the bottom. 

-2- The current read ahead proposes  to address the newest/repeat “concern” of encounters with equine 

on our roads with two “SLOW Horses on Road” signs.  

There should be a discussion addressing the "concern" of encountering horseback riders on our roads. It 

is the responsibility of the board to maintain a level of safety for all residents and guests using our 

roads regardless of how they choose to use the road. It should also be an embarrassment to the board, 

past and present, that a concern of this nature must be repeated. 

-3- The current read ahead also mentions multiple issues with our roads to include encounters with 

equines on our roads, speed limits and blind curves, while only proposing a recommendation to address 

one of those issues. 

The proposal as issued never once mentioned an imminent encounter or speed limit. However, the 

proposal does state "It is the purpose of this to offer the HLRPOA board an opportunity to provide a 

means to caution ALL drivers of the possibility of horse and rider and an unseen encounter of horse and 

rider in a low area or blind curve of our roads."  

If the “SLOW” on this sign can get most drivers on our roads to use caution and watch their speed, then 

the sign becomes priceless. 

-3- The current read ahead also states that their proposal for signage will not prevent the equine/traffic 

encounters but may remind motorized traffic of what may be over the next rise or around the next 

curve. 

Would it not be great if there truly was a sign that would PREVENT accidents? As with any sign, such 

as "Wet Floors", it is only to make you aware of a probability of possible unforeseen accident. How 

you choose to interpret said information is totally dependent upon the reader and their desire for 

personal safety. It also provides the poster of the sign a probability of a release of liabilities should an 

accident occur.  

-4- I think that if we are truly concerned about equine encounters or blind curves or speed, then two 

signs at our entrance ways which are straight roads will NOT remind drivers. By the time they get to a 

curve or blind spot they will have forgotten those signs if they read them in the first place. 

I feel this is a statement of emotion only. How could you not read this sign as it will be placed at eye 

level for the driver and passengers. A majority of driver's, maybe not the writer of this bullet point, are 

always aware of any caution sign and can pick out a caution sign long before arriving at the sign. As 

experienced driver's we have conditioned ourselves to pay more attention to and remember the caution 

signs on the highways and roads more so than we would a speed limit sign. Think about that. Most of 

the roads we travel, we can tell you where the caution signs are located but cannot tell you where a 

speed limit sign may be posted. We condition ourselves to speed based upon the traffic surrounding us.  

-5- I think that if we really need signs, then they should be placed where they are needed and we don’t 

pretend that only two signs will make a difference. 

There has been no pretense that two signs would be adequate. This was never suggested or stated. This 

proposal does offer the board an opportunity to hand this to the road committee to determine if any 

additional signs may be required and proper locations. It was never the purpose of this proposal to 

address a min/max number of signs but to address the probability of possible encounters and to propose 

a means of caution. 



-6- I think that if we really need signs, then we keep them as general as possible instead of requiring 

multiple signs for multiple caution messages. 

This proposal does not solicit for multiple caution messages. However, it is the purpose of any caution 

sign to make any reader aware and think to about their actions.  

-7-I propose the road committee examine the challenges our roads bring and then provide a more 

holistic solution with time for property owners to provide their input. 

I do not disagree with this statement. It should be the responsibility of the board to place this with the 

road committee to determine the best approach. The road committee would then return to the board 

with a recommendation of solution(s). The board should then request input from the POA, in an open 

discussion forum to determine the most acceptable solution to the POA, not the board. 

 



Agenda Item: Use of Common Area for Mailboxes  
 

Proposed Motion: Approve use of an area near the main entry on Legend Trail for the placement of 

mailboxes serving residents of the subdivision.  

 

Information/Arguments: 

 

This is a request for initial approval of placement of mailboxes at Legend trail entrance common area. 

(pending postmaster and community input). 

 

We (Karen and Beckie) have already met with the Elfrida postmaster to discuss their rules and 

preferences of our moving mail delivery to the Legend trail entrance. This will be followed up with a 

questionnaire posted on the website as well as the facebook page asking PO’s input on specific location 

(inside gate or outside gate), Style of mailboxes (cluster or individual), and if they would prefer to 

move their existing mailboxes instead of purchasing a new box.  A secondary agenda request will be 

submitted after all pertinent information has been gathered for this boards review and decision. 

 

 

 
 

 



Agenda Item: Use of Common Area for Pavilion  
 

Proposed Motion: Approve placement of a 21' x 24' pavilion on the common area surrounding the 

windmill.  

 

Information/Arguments: 

 

After tentative approval the property owner (Karen Tribby) will expand on details to include detailed 

cost, impact on POA insurance cost and property tax, county permitting, exact location, installation 

scheduling, and impact on association rules. 

 

This is proposed as a property-owner initiative with no cost to the POA. All material and labor cost will 

be donated to the project. All county codes and POA requirements will be followed. 

 

Maintenance, fencing if needed, signage, and recurring cost will be covered by the membership 

committee requesting approval of this project. 

 

Association rules may be required to address use of the common area with restrictions on trash, sound, 

light, hours of use, age restrictions and reservations or use scheduling. 

 

 

Look on following page for drawing 



 

 



 



Agenda Item: Board planning guidance to Windmill Committee.  

 
A proposed agenda item to be presented by Billy McFarland for board decision at the 22 May 2021 

board meeting. This item is being presented to provide planning guidance to the Windmill Committee 

for use in forming their mission statements and procedures documents.  

 

 

Proposed Motion: Board approve and provide the guidance included below to the windmill committee 

to frame the committee’s planning and procedures: 

 

Information/Arguments: 

 

Issue 1:  

 

There is an emerging perspective that HLR has a "well share." This does not appear to be an 

accurate interpretation of the situation. A more accurate interpretation is that HLR inherited a well from 

the old Cowan Ranch.  

 

The CC&Rs require every property owner to provide for all utilities required to occupy their property, 

including water. No property owner should be depending on the well for any amount of time in order to 

occupy their property unless they have requested permission to subsist from the well and have 

communicated to the board their plans for providing for themselves.  

 

As there is no discussion of use of the well in any higher order documents (Incorporation, Declaration, 

Association Rules and Procedures), the use of the well is at the board's discretion with a view to 

benefiting the association as a whole. 

 

The CC&Rs do state that, "10.1 Owner’s Responsibilities: Water, Septic, Sewer and Other Utilities 

Each Owner is responsible for the construction, installation, operation and maintenance of water, septic 

and sewer systems needed or desired to serve such Owner’s Lot and Dwelling Unit." This text does not 

indicate that the well in the common area is available to sustain residency on individual parcels. The 

CC&Rs use the terms “needed or desired” which do not require owners to provide these personal 

utilities. The county only requires “septic” or “sewer.” This should not be construed to indicate that the 

well is available for owner subsistence. 

 

Should the board allow owners to depend on the well, it can be argued that, in the event of the well 

failing, the POA has assumed responsibility for providing water to owners. While this could be 

explicitly waived by those depending on the well, such a precedent still could be litigated. Precedents 

do matter.  

 

Issue 2:  

 

Duties of the well committee: To keep the well operating as it was on the day HLR inherited it, with 

no capital improvement committed or implied if the water table drops or major mechanical 

malfunctions occur. Note that the well appears to date from the 1940s when the water table was much 

higher and is shallow. 

 

These duties should be explicitly constrained to avoid mission and responsibility creep. 



Issue 3:  

 

The well, as a windmill (Aeromoter advertises their wind-driven pump as a windmill), is about as 

"green" as you can get. No funds should be expended to convert it from wind power to solar power 

unless a cost study is done that demonstrates a material cost advantage to converting it to solar. Since 

the continued operation of the well is not a guaranteed service of the POA, it is hard to imagine that 

expending any resources to convert it would be to the general membership's advantage. In the current 

state of affairs, if the windmill ceased to operate, the POA would not be bound to repair it as its 

operation is not a utility provided by the POA. It should not be allowed to become such a utility. As the 

well is located on POA common area, no subgrouping of property owners should benefit from the well 

any more than the general membership. 

 

 

 


